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Section 4 – Economic Analysis
Introduction
After having quantified the need for additional parking and investigated various parking
structure options to help meet this need together with the public benefit or enhanced use
amenities that may be possible in previous sections of this report, the next step in the process
is to investigate the economics of these parking structure alternatives. This section of the
report will investigate financing techniques that could be appropriate for the various alternatives
and help provide information on the costs of developing and operating the various alternatives
proposed.
Financing options proposed include a Parking Revenue Bond that, depending on the site and
alternative selected, could be a part of a Public / Private Partnership. In such an arrangement,
an adjoining property owner or developer can cooperate to develop the parking and associated
space. There are certain issues that would have to be considered that could affect whether the
funding could be on tax-exempt basis or would require a taxable rate issue or a combination of
the two. At the appropriate time, this will likely require further review between the Town, its
selected design team, bond counsel and financial advisor.
An alternate potential that may be available on two of the sites also involving a public / private
partnership could involve the Town leasing the existing lot to a private developer and allowing
them to develop the necessary parking to meet the needs of their development plus an agreed
number of publicly available spaces. This could mean that the Town could realize additional
parking at little to no cost to the Town.

Parking Revenue Bond Financing
In a parking revenue bond financing, the revenue from all the parking downtown is used to
cover the repayment of the debt and operating costs of the new development. There are very
few parking structures that can, by themselves, at Surfside’s relatively low rates generate
sufficient revenue to cover the repayment of the bonds and operating expenses. Therefore,
one way is to rely upon the revenues generated by the entire parking system to cover these
costs. In this type of financing, the repayment is based on the parking system revenues and
there is no guarantee on the part of the Town to repay the debt as a general obligation of the
Town. This type of financing implies certain risks to the bondholders. Should revenues fall
short of expectations, the Town is not obligated to pay the debt from tax revenues. Because
the risks of relying on the parking revenues from the parking as the sole recourse for the
parking issue, the bond underwriters will require that a debt service reserve equal to one year
of the annual debt service payment is prefunded.
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The parking structure alternatives shown for the Abbott Lot site would most likely be financed
using parking revenue bond financing on a tax-exempt issue. Here, the assumption is that the
Townhomes (if developed) could be constructed by a private developer from a separate issue
and unless the developer was guaranteed more than ten percent of the parking spaces, taxexempt financing would be possible.
th

The alternatives on the Post Office Site and the 94 Street lot site because these could be
developed as part of a Public / Private Partnership could potentially be developed using a taxexempt issue although depending on terms of the project negotiated with the public/private
entity may result in a taxable issue (with a higher interest rate) being required. These two sites
also have the possibility of being developed as part of a public/private partnership with the
Town leasing the land to the developer of the project. The Town could then receive an annual
lease payment for its land plus have guaranteed access to a specified number of parking
spaces within the structure for public use. The contribution paid up-front or annually by the
developer could offset costs and reduce the parking rates projected in this study. Under this
type of arrangement, the parking is developed at essentially no cost to the Town and in fact
could produce surplus annual revenues to reduce the debt service on either of the other two
garages.

Project / Finance Cost Detail
In determining the annual debt service for each parking facility, as noted in Section 3, there are
various additional costs associated with the financing in addition to the construction cost
shown. These include not only design fees but soil testing and financing costs. A description
of what may be included by the various line items is shown below.
Financing Terms
Construction Costs (Line 1): The construction costs for each of the various alternatives.
Slab Supporting Park (Line 2): This is a separate cost attributable only to Alternative 1 on the
Abbott Lot site. This is provided to show the amount related to the park slab (which comprises
the “roof”) of the underground parking facility. The construction cost of the parking spaces
themselves are shown separately with the construction cost. The slab must be engineered
and built with waterproofing considerations to support the load of earth and plantings of the
Public Park above.
Public Park (Line 3): It is being assumed that the cost to construct the Public Park would be
financed independently through a separate source and is therefore not included with the
parking structure costs.
Professional Fees (Line 4): These are the design fees and reimbursed expenses for the
parking structure. It assumes a conventional design/bid scenario.
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Geotech and Survey (Line 5): Fees for a site survey including topography of the site and soil
borings and geotechnical report on foundations.
Project Specific Insurance (Line 6): The Town would purchase a builder’s risk policy but the
other insurance would be part of the construction contract.
Contingency (Line 7): Rich and Associates have used a 5% contingency for the design and
the construction to cover cost issues.
Equity (Parking Trust Fund) (Line 8): It is expected that up to $1.5 million from the balance
of the Parking Trust Fund (an enterprise fund) would be contributed to the project to lower the
amount borrowed.
Townhomes (Liner Buildings) (Line 9): This is a placeholder for Alternatives 2 and 3 on the
Abbott Lot site. It would be expected that the Town could develop the parking structure with a
developer building the townhomes under a separate contract and financing issue as they abut
the parking structure but are not within the footprint of the structure.
Project Costs to be Financed (Line 10): Project costs represent the sum of all the costs
above necessary to develop the project.
Finance Term (Line 11): A financing term of 30 years has been assumed.
Interest Rate (Line 12): An interest rate of 4.5% has been used for the tax-exempt financing
options while a rate of 5.75% has been used for taxable financing.
Term of Construction (Line 13): The construction period is estimated at 12 months for most
alternatives but as long as 15 months for the underground option.
Interest during Construction (Line 14): In a revenue bond financing all bond proceeds are
received up front and draws are made on these funds to pay for construction. This represents
capitalized interest for the term of construction.
Debt Service Reserve (Line 15): The Town’s Finance Director has indicated that it would be
likely that the bond underwriter would require one year of principal and interest costs to be prefunded into a reserve account.
Cost of Issuance (Line 16): This is to cover the cost of preparing and issuance of the financing
documents.
Underwriter’s Discount (Line 17): These are the points paid to the bond underwriter.
Total Financing Costs (Line 18): Total soft costs for financing (Lines 14 through 17)
Addition of the Project Costs (Line 19): from line 10.
Total Amount of Bonds (Line 20): Total of lines 18 and 19.
Debt Service (Line 21): The annual principal and interest payment assuming a level payment
each year.
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Abbott Lot Site – 3 Alternatives
Abbott Avenue Lot Alternatives
Three alternatives have been developed for the Abbott Lot site. The one underground parking
structure and two above grade options are assumed to be individual projects (not as part of a
public/private partnership) that could be financed using tax-exempt parking revenue bond
financing. It is being assumed that the Town would solicit proposals from interested
developers to construct the Townhomes associated with Alternatives 2 and 3 which make up
the west face of these options. This would be an entirely separate project removed from the
project financing for the parking structure development thus permitting the tax-exempt rate for
the parking structure, however, it is safe to assume that the developer would pay some type of
ground rent to the Town for the right to develop the project.

•
•

•

Alternative 1 – Two level Underground Parking Structure with Public Park replacing existing
surface lot
Alternative 2 – Above Grade Parking Structure replacing north half of Abbott Avenue Lot.
Townhomes separately developed on western side of parking structure facing Abbott
Avenue residences. Southern half of site replaced with Community Park.
Alternative 3 – Above grade parking structure encompassing entire Abbott Avenue Lot.
Townhomes separately developed on western side of parking structure facing Abbott
Avenue residences.

Alternative 1 – Underground Parking Structure with Public Park above
Table 12 on page 4-6 details the project/finance cost for this alternative. Based on the design
developed extending this facility to the west beneath Abbott Avenue, this facility would have a
construction cost just for the two below grade parking levels of $19.4 million. Based on the
448± spaces developed with this option equates to just over $43,000 per space. In addition to
the cost of constructing the two levels of parking is the cost of the slab which comprises the
roof of the parking structure and supports the public park above. Because of the design
considerations for the load that this must support (live load of approximately 300 pounds per
square foot) it is relatively expensive at $6.9 million. Costs common to all the alternatives
include the geotech and survey ($20,000) and the project specific insurance ($20,000) although
these may be higher for this option. Also shown is a $1 million contingency to provide for
unforeseen conditions during construction. This option (as well as each of the other potential
alternatives) also assumes to reduce the amount borrowed by applying up to $1.5 million from
the Parking Trust Fund as project equity. By using the funds here, it reduces the amount that
may be available to cover any calculated shortfalls using parking fees at market value. Any
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potential shortfalls would be covered from the one year debt service reserve, which if used,
would eventually have to be replenished.
The sum of the project cost for this option totals $27,400,000. In addition to this, add the
financing cost of $4,044,000 which using the 30 year financing, 4.5 percent interest rate and
assuming 15 months for construction results in a total financing of $31.4 million. This results
in an annual debt service of $1,930,000.
In addition to the debt service, the parking garage would generate additional operating
expenses beyond what the existing parking system is incurring. These additional operating
expenses are estimated at $210,000 per year which means that the parking system would have
to cover a net increase in costs of more than two million dollars. The present system is
generating a net $275,000 (FY11-12 figures) in operating surplus. This shows that this option
cannot be financed without a significant increase in parking rates or some other financial
mechanism. One example of the other financial mechanisms would be to pledge parking ticket
revenues which are projected to be $186,000 for FY12-13
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Project Pro Forma
Rich and Associates have developed a financial model to demonstrate the Town of Surfside
parking system revenues, operating expenses and the annual net surplus or deficit between
these values. A pro forma has been prepared for each alternative and will be shown with the
alternative.
For each pro forma, the description of the project is shown across the top. For each option, the
assumption is that the project would be constructed in FY13-14 and become operational one
year later. Because each of the proposed sites is an existing parking lot, the model assumes
that the number of transactions (average of 35,000 transactions per month per the master
meter system) will drop by about 25 percent for the period of construction. Once construction
is completed, the number of annual transactions is assumed to recover and increase at an
average of two percent per year for a defined period (FY20-21 in these examples).
Lot Transactions/Parking Structure Transactions (Line 1 & 2): The total number of annual
transactions (starting with the existing volume of 420,000 transactions annually) is divided
between the existing parking lots and the new spaces in the parking structure.
Average Monthly Transactions (Line 3): Data from the master meters showed an average of
35,000 monthly transactions or 420,000 annually. These are divided between the lots and
parking structure above. As noted above, the number of monthly transactions is assumed to
increase at the two percent annual rate through FY20-21.
Average Stay (Line 4): The overall average stay of patrons again from the Master meters is
assumed to remain constant at about one and one-half hours (1 ½ hours)
Ticket Average (Line 5): The parking rates as shown in Line 6 factored by the average length
of stay in Line 4.
Parking Rates (Line 6): shows the parking rates projected for the entire downtown and are the
same for all six alternatives:
$1.50 per hour in FY13-14 and FY14-15
$1.75 per hour in FY15-16 through FY18-19
$2.00 per hour in FY19-20 through FY22-23
$2.25 per hour in FY23-24 through FY26-27
$2.50 per hour in FY27-28 through FY30-31
$2.75 per hour in FY31-32 (end of projection)
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Off-Site Parking Fund (Lines 7 – 11): For businesses or entities that are unable to meet the
requirements for the number of parking spaces as determined by the zoning ordinance, the
Town currently collects a one-time payment of $22,500 per space for each space that they are
deficient. This amount is intended to help the Town offset the costs of providing the parking in
a publicly developed parking structure(s). As of the date of this report, four businesses or
organizations will be paying into the off-site parking fund. The Town is working with each of
the entities to allow them to distribute the payment amounts due over extended periods
ranging from 10 to 30 years.
Meter Parking (Line 12): This line shows the total meter parking revenue that would be
generated from the Town’s system of parking lots, on-street spaces and new parking structure
at the parking rates shown in line 6.
Resident Permit Parking (Line 13): Currently residents of Surfside are allowed to purchase a
permit which allows them to park in the off-street lots and on-street spaces (excluding Harding
Avenue) without paying the meters for up to the defined time limit. Line 13 shows the
revenue from these permits increasing at about one-half of one percent per year.
Business Parking Permits (Line 14): The Town sells permits which currently allow employers
th
for their staff or employees individually to park in either the 94 Street Lot or the Post Office
Lot also without paying the meter and for staying beyond the defined time limit. Line 14
shows the revenue from these permits which is assumed to increase by 3.2 percent per year.
Parking Ticket Revenue (Line 15): Consistent enforcement of the Town’s parking regulations
has resulted in an increase in the revenue generated by parking citations which could be (and is
shown) pledged to the parking system beginning in FY12-13. This revenue currently goes into
the Town’s General Fund.
Total Parking Revenue (Line 16): The sum of lines 7 through 15.
Total Parking Expenses (Line 17): Total operating expenses from the parking system in FY1112 were $642,000. These are projected to increase at an average of three percent per year
throughout the term of the forecast.
Available for New Parking Structure (Line 18): The difference between the Total Parking
Revenue shown by Line 16 and the Total Parking Expenses (Line 17).
Debt Service (Line 19): This represents the annual principal and interest payments for the debt
incurred in developing the new parking structure.
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Operating Expenses (New Parking Structure) (Line 20): This shows the expenses of
operating the new parking structure. In the alternatives that have one or more below grade
parking levels, the operating expenses are higher because of the electrical cost incurred in
lighting and mechanically ventilating the below grade level(s).
Total New Parking Structure (Line 21): The sum of the debt service and operating expenses
for each new structure alternative.
Net Surplus/ (Deficit) (Line 22): The difference between the amount of revenue available for
the new structure (Line 18) less the cost to operate and amortize the debt of the new structure
(line 21) at the rates shown in Line 6. In cases where a specific option may be desired by the
Town but results in the parking system operating at a deficit it would obviously require that
some other financing or sources of revenue be applied to the debt including parking ticket
revenue which in FY12-13 is projected at $186,000. There is also the possibility that the debt
service could be “back-loaded” to reduce the debt service cost in the early years until demand
and rates would both gradually increase.

Alternative 1 - Abbott Lot Underground Parking Structure Pro forma
Table 13, the pro forma shown for Alternative 1 which is the two-level underground parking
structure beneath the existing Abbott Avenue lot with the Public Park above, shows that at the
projected parking rates detailed in the pro forma there would be an annual revenue deficit that
the Town would have to cover through other sources of revenue. The initial deficit is projected
in excess of $1.5 million but steadily decreases throughout the forecast period given the
parking rate and revenue increases projected.
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Alternative 2 –Parking Structure Half of Abbott Lot with Public Park at South End
Table 14 on the following page details the project / finance cost for Alternative 2 on the Abbott
Lot site which is an above grade facility encompassing one-half of the former parking lot with a
public park using the remaining portion of the site. The design developed for this facility with
one level below grade and four supported levels would have a construction cost of $13 million.
Costs common to all the alternatives include the geotech and survey ($20,000) and the project
specific insurance ($20,000). Also shown is the 5 percent contingency at $650,000 again
provides for unforeseen conditions during construction. This option (as well as each of the
other potential alternatives) also assumes to reduce the amount borrowed by applying up to
$1.5 million from the Parking Trust Fund as project equity. By using the funds here, it reduces
the amount that may be available to cover any calculated shortfalls using parking fees at market
value.
The sum of the project cost to be financed for this option totals $13,019,000. In addition to
this, the financing costs add slightly more than $1.7 million. Using the 30 year financing, 4.5
percent interest rate and assuming 12 months for construction results in a total financing of just
over $14.7 million. This gives an annual debt service of $906,000
In addition to the debt service, the parking garage would generate additional operating
expenses beyond what the existing parking system is incurring. These additional operating
expenses are estimated to total $108,000 in the first year.
The pro forma for this alternative shown by Table 15 on page 4-13 shows that at the projected
parking rates for downtown that given this alternative, the parking system would operate at a
deficit for the first five years that would need to be covered through other revenue sources.
After this initial period, the parking system would generate a surplus given the parking rates
and revenue increases projected.
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Alternative 3 – Parking Structure Full Length of Abbott Avenue Lot
Table 16 on the following page details the project / finance cost for Alternative 3 on the Abbott
Lot site which is an above grade facility encompassing the full length of the former parking lot.
This facility (not including the cost of the townhomes which are assumed to be privately
developed separately) has a total project costs to be financed of $7.2 million. Cost of
financing is just under one million dollars for a total issue of $8.2 million resulting in calculated
debt service of $501,000 annually given the 30 year, 4 ½ percent financing.
Table 17 on page 4-16 shows that at the projected parking rates and revenue generated, that
the cost of developing and operating this alternative would be such that the parking system
could continue to generate a surplus in every year of the forecast period without any additional
subsidy from other revenue sources of the Town.
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Post Office Lot Site – 1 Alternative
•

Above Grade Parking Structure encompassing existing parking lot, adjoining building and
Post Office parking behind building. Post Office replaced within parking structure.
st

Alternative 1 - Parking Structure with 1 floor Post Office and commercial space
The Post Office Site differs from the Abbott Avenue structures because of the possibility for a
public / private partnership. This is due because the Town owns the parking lot while a private
individual owns the building housing the Post Office. In order to develop the parking structure
on this site would likely require cooperation between the Town and building owner because the
building owner presently leases space to the U.S. Postal Service and it is assumed would like
to continue to do so.
Therefore, this gives two options. Under the first option, the Town could develop the parking
structure and post office space and adjoining commercial area fronting the up-front
development cost for this space. Depending on the value of this space as a proportion of the
total project costs would determine whether the financing issue was tax-exempt or would have
to be taxable. Therefore, Rich and Associates are showing a worse-case condition with the
financing for this option calculated assuming the Town develops the structure using a taxable
issue with a slightly higher interest rate. Depending on the negotiated terms between the
Town and building owner, it may be possible to still develop the combined facility using taxexempt financing.
Table 18 on page 4-19 details the project / finance cost for this alternative. At this point in
time, taxable financing is estimated to have an interest rate of 5 ¾ percent (1 ¼ percent above
the tax-exempt rate). The Project Costs to be Financed for the parking structure total $5.3
million with financing cost adding just under $900,000 more. The $6.2 million of total financing
results in an annual debt service cost of $435,000.
Table 19 on page 4-20 shows that this alternative with the parking system would also
generate a surplus in every year of the forecast period at the projected parking rates.
Alternatively, the Town could lease the existing parking lot to the adjoining property owner and
permit them to develop the parking structure and adjoining building space. The Town could be
paid a lease amount for the former parking lot property with a guarantee for a defined number
of public use spaces within the newly developed parking structure. This is a possibility where
the Town could realize additional parking at little to no cost to the Town and have the parking
lot parcel go back on the tax rolls. In this case the developer would be responsible for
obtaining the necessary financing for the project and would receive the revenue from the
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parking structure spaces. The difficulty with this option is that the parking rates for the
structure may have to be higher than the surrounding market because of the higher costs of
financing and the lack of guaranteed revenue from the rest of the parking system to help
support the garage which can make the parking garage less attractive as a parking location.
This potential would obviously require further review and discussion between the Town and the
property owner, but is a viable option.
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94th Street Lot Site – Two Alternatives
•

Alternative 1 – Above Grade Parking Structure (with one level below grade)
encompassing existing parking lot and adjoining residential buildings to the east along
Collins. Developed as part of Public / Private Partnership with newly developed
commercial space.

•

Alternative 2 – Above Grade Parking Structure encompassing existing parking lot only.

Alternative 1 - Parking Structure with Adjoining Commercial Space
Alternative 1 on the 94th Street Lot also affords an opportunity for a public / private partnership.
The properties to the east of the parking lot are controlled by a single individual who has
approached the Town about a joint development. This could take various forms such as the
Town developing the parking structure with a parking revenue bond and the developer building
the adjoining commercial space financed on their own issue. So long as the private developer
is not guaranteed more than 10 percent of the garage capacity, this could be funded on a taxexempt issue.
The project and finance cost of this potential are shown in Table 20 on page 4-23. The cost
estimates shown assume just the parking structure development costs following the premise
noted above of the adjoining property owner (developer) developing the commercial space on
their own financial issue. Although developed as a cooperative effort, the two financings for this
purpose are assumed to be completely separate. The parking structure has a project cost to
be financed of $9.2 million with $1.2 million in additional cost of financing (line 18). The nearly
$10.4 million issue results in the calculated annual debt service being $637,000.
Table 21 shows that with the downtown parking rates increased to $1.50 per hour in FY13-14
that this alternative would result in the downtown parking system operating at a deficit of
$145,000 in FY14-15 after which, at the projected rates, the parking system with this alternative
would generate revenue surpluses. The initial year revenue shortfall could be offset by
structuring the debt in a different manner.
This site, like the Post Office Site, could also offer an opportunity for the developer to lease the
Town’s existing parking lot and develop the entire project. In this arrangement, in return for the
use of the Town’s parking lot parcel, the Town could receive a lease payment for the property
and a guarantee that a certain number of the parking spaces developed in the structure would
be for public use. This could mean that the Town could realize added parking developed for
the downtown community at virtually no cost and could possibly make a contribution to the
Abbott project. It would also mean that the existing parking lot parcel would go back on the tax
rolls. Depending on the arrangement and economics, this may mean that the parking rates
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contribution to the Abbott project. It would also mean that the existing parking lot parcel would
go back on the tax rolls. Depending on the arrangement and economics, this may mean that
the parking rates could be higher if the developer must cover all the costs of building and
financing the parking structure from parking rates received from the structure without the
added support from the remainder of the parking system. Again, this is an option that merits
further discussion between the Town and potential developers.
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Alternative 2 - Parking Structure Alone.
th

Alternative 2 on the 94 Street Lot is the most basic of all the options as simply a parking
structure. It is important to understand that this does not mean that it is only possible to
develop an unattractive “parking garage” as so many are inclined to expect. On the contrary,
architectural treatments are possible that could result in a very attractive facility that fits within
the commercial and residential character of the area. Although such a development does not
have the added public benefits and amenities of some of the other options, a consideration
which would have to be weighed by the community, it does provide needed additional parking
supply for the downtown. As a project financed by the Town from parking revenues, it may do
so less expensively than other alternatives.
As Table 22 shows this facility has a project cost to be financed of just over $3.5 million and
financing costs at under $500,000. The resulting total of $4 million and annual debt service of
$245,000 is obviously the lowest cost of all the options investigated. Other facilities with the
associated public benefit amenities must also be considered by the community so that it is not
just an issue of economics.
The project pro forma, shown by Table 23, demonstrates that using the same downtown
parking rates as the other alternatives that this alternative generates surpluses in every year of
the forecast period. By the end period covered by the forecast, the surplus revenues may
exceed one million dollars annually which could be applied to other downtown projects.
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Summary – Economics
Rich and Associates has investigated the economics for each of the various parking structure
alternatives assuming, as one option, that the Town would finance the improvements using a
Parking Revenue Bond which relies upon the revenues generated by the entire downtown
parking system to cover the cost of the debt and operation of the new parking facility. Such a
financing does not rely upon the tax revenues of the Town to guarantee the debt but on the
parking system revenues only. As such it has an inherent risk to the bond holders for being
repaid who would have certain requirements in the financing to help mitigate this risk including
prefunding a reserve amount equal to one year’s debt service payment to help cover any
shortfalls.
Several alternatives have public benefit amenities that could be developed in conjunction with
the parking structure. These include:
a)

the Public Park and possibility of townhomes on the Abbott Lot site

b)

the replacement of the Post Office within the new parking structure and possibility for
development of additional commercial space along Collins Avenue on the Post Office site.
The potential for additional commercial space would be determined once more definitive
design decisions are made for this site.

c)

development of commercial space in conjunction with developing a parking structure on
th
the 94 Street lot site and adjoining properties.

It is being assumed that any of the additional projects would be separately funded from the
parking structure financing, either by the Town or by a private developer so that the parking
rates are only covering the cost of the parking structure and its operation.
This leads to a second option which could be investigated by the Town and potential
developers entering into a Public / Private Partnership to develop the parking and associated
amenities. The Town could develop the parking which could provide the necessary spaces for
the associated development. IRS regulations would require however that no more than 10
percent of the parking spaces developed within the parking structure are “guaranteed” or
restricted for use by the private project in order to maintain tax-exempt financing.
Alternatively, the Town and developer could cooperate to have the developer provide the
parking on one of the Town’s parking lots in conjunction with their project with a defined
number of parking spaces available for “public use”. This could mean the Town realizes added
parking at little to no cost to the Town. The difficulty is the developer who is now responsible
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for the debt associated with the parking structure without the benefit of the support from the
remainder of the parking system to cover any shortfalls which could necessitate higher rates.
The analysis of the economics for each of the proposed parking structure alternatives
demonstrates the difficulty with several options to finance the improvements within the
existing downtown parking rate structure. The analysis has shown that even using a parking
revenue bond that relies upon the support from the entire parking system, the available
revenues can’t necessarily cover the debt and cost of operation for the higher cost alternative
facilities evaluated at “market value” parking rates. Even these market value rates may result
in a significant parking rate increase that the community might not find acceptable.
Table 24 on page 4-30 summarizes the calculated surplus or deficit from parking revenues for
the first 15 years of operation for each of the parking structure alternatives at the projected
downtown system parking rates. Adjacent to each of the parking rates for each period and
alternative is the resulting net surplus or deficit that may need to be covered from other
reserves, additional sources of financing or structuring the debt in a different manner.
Clearly, the economics play a significant role in the viability of each of the various projects.
However the added potential public benefits that may be possible with any of these
alternatives must also be weighed by the community that may involve seeking other sources of
funding or other alternative arrangements that may help the community realize added parking
for the downtown.
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Table 24
Summary Surplus/Deficit by Alternative
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